The accuracy of the neural code depends on the relative embedding of signal and noise in the 12 activity of neural populations. Despite a wealth of theoretical work on population codes, there are 13 few empirical characterisations of the high-dimensional signal and noise subspaces. We studied the 14 geometry of population codes in the rat auditory cortex across brain states along the activation-15 inactivation continuum, using sounds varying in difference and mean level across the ears. As the 16 cortex becomes more activated, single-hemisphere populations go from preferring contralateral loud 17 sounds to a symmetric preference across lateralisations and intensities, gain-modulation effectively 18 disappears, and the signal and noise subspaces become approximately orthogonal to each other and 19 to the direction corresponding to global activity modulations. Level-invariant decoding of sound 20 lateralisation also becomes possible in the active state. Our results provide an empirical foundation 21 for the geometry and state-dependence of cortical population codes. 22 31 activity of different neurons had a potentially large impact on the accuracy of a population code, and 32 that the effect of correlated variability depends on the relative orientation of the subspaces where the 33 signal and the noise reside (Abbott and Dayan, 1999; Panzeri et al., 1999; Sompolinsky et al., 2001; Wu 34 et al., 2001; Shamir and Sompolinsky, 2006; Averbeck et al., 2006; Cohen and Kohn, 2011; Ecker et al., 35 2011; Moreno-Bote et al., 2014). The signal subspace describes the set of trial-averaged network states 36 visited by the population as the sensory stimulus is varied. The noise subspace describes the set of states 37 visited by the population as a result of trial-to-trial variability for any given fixed stimulus. If the signal 38 and noise subspaces are aligned, then a putative decoder will be unable to tease apart the stimulus from 39 the noise, and this will decrease the accuracy of the code. Despite the amount of theoretical work on 40 this topic, the geometry of the signal and noise subspaces in large populations of neurons has not yet 41 been thoroughly characterized. 42 1 Here, we conducted such an investigation with an emphasis on understanding how the geometry of 43 the population is affected by the global dynamics of the brain. A salient feature of brain dynamics that 44 becomes immediately apparent when global activity is measured -either in the form of populations 45 of single neurons or in the form of mesoscopic signals such as the LFP or EEG -is the existence 46 of different "global dynamical regimes", or "brain states" (Vanderwolf, 2003; Harris and Thiele, 2011; 47 McCormick et al., 2015). Behavioral context, such as overt motion during wakefulness (Vanderwolf, 48 1988; Castro-Alamancos, 2004; Gervasoni et al., 2004), whisking (Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Fanselow 49 and Nicolelis, 1999), sleep phase (Steriade et al., 1990; Steriade and McCarley, 2013), or the type of 50 actions that animals are performing (Vanderwolf, 2003; Gervasoni et al., 2004), have a large impact on 51 brain state. Different brain states are also associated to different neuromodulatory systems (Vanderwolf, 52 2003; Lydic and Baghdoyan, 1998; Lee and Dan, 2012). From a physiological perspective, different brain 53 states can be arranged along a one-dimensional continuum of cortical activation (Berger, 1929; Harris and 54 Thiele, 2011). At one end of the continuum (inactive or synchronized state) the population undergoes 55 global, large-amplitude, low-frequency oscillations leading to alternations between periods of firing and 56 of silence referred to as up and down states (Steriade et al., 1993). These states are typical of slow-57 wave sleep, the anesthetized brain under most, but not all, anesthetics, and quiet wakefulness (Harris 58 and Thiele, 2011). At the other end of the continuum (active or desynchronized state), firing rates are 59 tonic, and the population-averaged activity of the population shows much weaker fluctuations (Destexhe 60 et al., 2003; Steriade and McCarley, 2013; Renart et al., 2010). Active states are typical of REM sleep, 61 can be observed under urethane anesthesia (Clement et al., 2008) and are associated with locomotion 62 and active sampling of the environment, including attentive wakefulness (Vanderwolf, 2003; Harris and 63 Thiele, 2011). The population can find itself also in intermediate activation states (Curto et al., 2009). 64 Since the magnitude and nature of correlated variability change along the activation continuum, brain 65 state can be expected to have a strong influence on the geometry of sensory population codes. Recent 66 studies generally tend to find that the amount of information about the stimulus in a population code 67 is larger during active than during inactive states (Goard and Dan, 2009; Marguet and Harris, 2011; 68 Pachitariu et al., 2015; Beaman et al., 2017). 69 We have studied the state-dependence of the geometry of population codes in the rat auditory cortex.
Introduction 23
Sensory stimuli are represented in the brain through the activity of large populations of neurons. While 24 this fact has motivated the study of neural population codes for several decades, the bulk of this work 25 has been theoretical, since only recently has it become feasible to record the simultaneous activity of 26 large neuronal ensembles. 27 Early theoretical studies relied on parametric models of neuronal firing to quantify how the accuracy 28 of a population code depended on factors such as the shape of neural tuning curves, the dimensionality 29 of sensory stimuli or the duration of spike-count windows (Seung and Sompolinsky, 1993; Zhang and 30 Sejnowski, 1999; Bethge et al., 2002) . It was recognized that pairwise "noise" correlations between the neurons from nine inactive sessions and Figure 3C shows the corresponding angular histogram, both sup-201 porting the same conclusion. This is consistent with previous work showing a preference for contralateral 202 sounds in the auditory cortex (Stecker et al., 2005; Campbell et al., 2006; Yao et al., 2013) .
203
In the active state the situation is again different ( Figure 3D -F). The distribution of linear coefficients 204 is roughly symmetric with respect to the horizontal and the vertical axes. As we go around the clock in 205 Figure 3D , we see neurons preferring loud, then ipsilateral, then faint, then contralateral sounds (insets 206 show tuning curves of eight exemplary neurons using the same format as in Figure 2C correlation matrix increases ( Figure 4I -J). In the active state, the fraction of variance explained by the 272 first PC was not much bigger than 1/p ( Figure 4I ), suggesting that the shape of the noise subspace in 273 the active state was approximately (although not perfectly) spherical. Nonetheless, the number of trials 274 in our dataset provided us with enough power to find a large number of significant noise PCs even during 275 the most active states ( Figure 4J ).
276
Geometry of the population activity 277 We saw that both the signal and the noise correlation matrices get similarly re-structured when CV is 278 increasing. To explore how these two processes influence the overall population geometry, we consider can be thought of as one point in this space. For each stimulus, there is a "cloud" of 100 points centered 282 at the mean response. Overall, we have 36 such clouds.
283
We use principal component analysis (PCA) to define a two-dimensional signal plane that approxi-284 mately goes through the 36 mean stimulus responses (cloud centers). To do this, we compute an ILD 285 axis as the PC1 direction of the 12 mean stimulus responses after averaging over ABL, and similarly 286 compute an ABL axis as the PC1 direction of the 3 mean stimulus responses after averaging over ILD.
287
These two axes span a plane, which we define as the signal plane. In our data, this plane is usually very 288 close to the plane spanned by PC1 and PC2 of all 36 mean stimulus responses, but we prefer to use the 289 ILD axis and the ABL axis because it gives an opportunity to explore the relationship between the two.
290 Figure 5B shows the projection of all single trials onto the signal plane in the exemplary inactive 291 session. The loud contralateral stimulus is prominently removed from the rest, corresponding to the 292 single neuron tuning we saw above. At the same time, not much of the ipsilateral tuning can be seen.
293
The same plot for the example active session is shown in Figure 5C and is strikingly different. Here the 294 stimuli locations closely resemble the grid structure of the used stimuli (cf. Figure1C). The ABL and 295 the ILD axes are nearly orthogonal, unlike in Figure 5B . 296 We systematically assessed how the organization of the code changes as a function of state by com-297 puting the angle between several salient axes in firing rate space and by evaluating the dependence of these angles on CV. When interpreting these results, one should keep in mind that, because of the large 299 dimensionality of the space (equal to the number of neurons in a particular recording), random vectors 300 will be close to orthogonal. Angles of approximately 90 • should thus be expected if all axes were ran-301 domly oriented. Using this approach, we found that, across all sessions, the angle between the ILD and 302 the ABL axes is negatively correlated with CV (r = −0.57, p = 0.004; Figure 5D ).
303
Another important axis in the population representation is the dominant noise axis, which we define 304 as the direction in which the clouds are most stretched ( Figure 5A ). We find it by doing PCA on the 305 pooled noise data (i.e. on all 3600 single-trial points after subtracting the corresponding stimulus means).
306
The orientation of the noise axis relative to the signal plane can show how much the noise interferes with 307 the stimulus representation. Across sessions, the angle between the noise axis and the signal plane is 308 negatively correlated with CV (r = −0.46, p = 0.03; Figure 5E ), reflecting a significant overlap between 309 the signal and noise subspaces in the inactive, but not in the active, state. If we analyze the angles Figure 4I ), the direction of the principal noise axis is expected to be effectively random in this state, 313 and thus close to orthogonal to the signal plane, as we observe. 314 We also explored the relationship between the signal and noise subspaces and the "global" direction, 
where x is the ILD value and y is the fraction of ipsilateral classifications ( Figure 6A-B between the points on the curve that yield 75% accuracy (y = .25 and y = .75).
786
To have one single number to describe the classifier performance for each ABL, we used the integral 787 performance for ILDs from −20 to +20 under our logistic fit, i.e. Figure 6F , 2 for Figure 6G , and 4 for Figure 6H ).
791
For the subsampling and time-resolved analyses shown in Figure 6 -figure supplement 1 we used an 792 accuracy simply averaged over all ILDs (as opposed to the integral accuracy estimated via the logistic 793 fit), because logistic fits were unreliable for small numbers of neurons or short time windows.
794
Model selection for decoder performance summaries The integral accuracies shown in Fig-795 ure 6C-E can be fit with three separate regressions (6 parameters): one for each ABL. Our regression 796 model described in the main text only had 4 parameters and was preferred by both AIC and BIC. We 797 only report BIC as the more stringent criterion. For simplicity, we used the same regression model for 798 three variants of the classification analysis ( Figure 6F-H) . . (E-H) The same for all active sessions. In the last two panels one can see that the high-firing early responses are mostly contralateral and loud preferring, while the late responses are more balanced. The fractions of significantly tuned neurons in the early and in the late responses were 23.1% (78/311) and 41.8% (130/311), a significant difference (p = 0.00001, Fisher's exact text). The distances d = (β onset ILD − β late ILD ) 2 + (β onset ABL − β late ABL ) 2 between the "early" and the "late" locations were very similar in both states: 0.036 ± 0.025 in the active state (mean±SD for 117 neurons present in panels A and B) and 0.036 ± 0.023 in the inactive state (mean±SD for 41 neurons present in panels E and F). If large ABLs increased the slope of ILD tuning (that in active sessions is sometimes positive and sometimes negative) then we would expect to see a positive correlation on panel (E). Correlation is indeed positive (r = 0.18, p = 0.03) but rather weak. Figure 5D -G, but using spike counts in the 0-50 ms window, instead of 0-150 ms. All correlations (and p-values) apart from ABL/ILD stay very similar to the ones in Figure 5D -G. The correlation of ABL/ILD angle with CV drops to −0.36 with p = 0.09. It seems that the decrease might be mostly explained by one strong outlier (the session with the smallest angle). For that reason we added a p-value for the slope of robust regression (robustfit in Matlab) to all panels (pr). For the ABL/ILD angle it was pr = 0.03. We used linear decoding of ILD, separately for the contralateral and ipsilateral sounds and separately for each ABL. Linear fits are the form R 2 = (a + b · ABL + c · ifIpsi) + (d + e · ABL + f · ifIpsi) · CV + ε. This fits a linear dependency between CV and the goodness of ILD prediction (cross-validated R 2 ), and we allow the slope and the intercept to change with ABL and be different for ipsilateral (ifIpsi = 1) and contralateral (ifIpsi = 0) decoding. This model has only six coefficients instead of 12 that six independent regressions would have but this simpler model was preferred by both AIC and BIC (BIC = −496 vs. Animation 1: Three-dimensional subspace spanned by the signal plane and the global axis in the exemplary inactive and in the exemplary active sessions.
